
PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name BIG ONE SMALL

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1043

Description This large-format light with a matte core by designer Lucie Koldova embody a gentle poetry, simplicity, purity, and balanced
proportions. A key role is played by the inosculation of luminous bodies and their mutual interaction in space. The
sophisticated design of a bubble suspended in the centre of a large sphere evokes a sense of levitation. Outer glass
available with glossy finish in colours: transparent and smoke grey transparent. The inner glass comes in matte finish in
colours: triplex opal, smoke grey transparent, red transparent and light pink transparent. Big One collection is available in
two sizes.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instills distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mold. Up to 70% of the resulting quality is achieved in this stage of production.

Glass Colour
transparent glass A CGC23
smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516

Glass surface
glossy surface A CGSU66

Inner glass colour
smoke grey - transparent glass A CGCI685
red - transparent glass A CGCI913
pearl grey - opaline glass A CGCI1914
light pink - transparent glass A CGCI2356
triplex opal A CGCI907

Inner glass finish
acid-etched both side surface A CGSUI905

Body finish
brushed stainless steel A CCS68

Canopy finish
brushed stainless steel A CCSC974

Cable colour
textile cable - black A CECL519
textile cable - white A CECL521
textile cable - light grey A CECL1918

Recommended Bulbs
230V, G9, 4.5W, 2700K, DIM A CEB1828
230V, G9, 4.5W, 4000K, DIM A CEB2359
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